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Dense Robotic Packing of Irregular and Novel 3D
Objects
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Abstract—Recent progress in the field of robotic manipulation
has generated interest in fully automatic object packing in warehouses. This paper presents a formulation of the robotic packing
problem that ensures stability of the object pile during packing
and the feasibility of the robot motion while maximizing packing
density. A constructive packing algorithm is proposed to address
this problem by searching over the space of item positions and
orientations. Moreover, a new heightmap-minimization heuristic
is shown to outperform existing heuristics in the literature in
the presence of non-convex objects. Two strategies for improving
the robustness of executed packing plans are also proposed: 1)
conservative planning ensures plan feasibility under uncertainty
in model parameters, and 2) closed-loop packing uses vision
sensors to measure placement errors and re-plans to correct for
them. The proposed planner and error mitigation strategies are
evaluated in simulation and on a state-of-the-art physical packing
testbed. Experiments demonstrate that the proposed planner
generates high-quality packing plans, and the error mitigation
strategies improve success rates beyond an open-loop baseline
from 83% to 100% on five-item orders.
Index Terms—Robotics, Bin packing, Warehouse Automation

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the unprecedented growth of the E-Commerce market, warehouse automation has attracted much interest and
capital investments. Advances in the field are supported by
the technical progress made in robotic manipulation and
vision, as demonstrated by recent competitions like the Amazon Robotics Challenge. Compared to a conventional laborintensive approach, an automated robot warehouse brings possible benefits such as increased uptime, higher total throughput, and lower accident rates. In particular, one emerging
area of warehousing automation that attracts a lot of research
attention is automated packaging or packing, a process during
which robots stow objects into small confined spaces, such as
shipping boxes.
In this paper, we focus on package fulfillment, which packs
customer orders of arbitrary shapes and weights into a single
shipping box. Currently, this is primarily performed by human
workers in a warehouse, which leaves the container size selection largely to intuition. As a result, over-sized containers are
often used, incurring waste and high shipping costs(Fig. 1). On
the other hand, an automated system that optimizes container
sizes and packing plans executable by a robot could lead to
major cost savings for large warehouses.
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Fig. 1. (a) An example of poor space utilization in an actual shipping order
delivered to the authors, while higher packing density can be achieved with
algorithm that optimizes container sizes. (b) Five items are packed into a
small container using our system

Robot pick and stow systems have been demonstrated in
the past, but are insufficient to address the stated warehouse
packing problem. Examples of such system include those from
Amazon Robotics Challenge [1]–[3], where the stowing task
asks a set of items to be placed in an over-sized container.
Under this relaxed setting, packing can be addressed with
simple heuristics or even dropping items from top center.
Recent systems have also explores tight packing, like the pegin-hole problem, where the robot employs vision and sensing
capabilities to insert an object into a tight space [4], [5].
However, these systems focus on the success of inserting one
object into a cluttered space and provide no guarantee if all
items in a set will fit within the container.
Instead, we address the problem of dense placement planning for a set of complex-shaped objects into a single container, while ensuring the containment of all objects and
feasibility of the packing motion when the packing motion is
executed with a robot. Traditionally, problems that involve the
placement of objects within a container or a set of containers
are referred to as cutting and packing problems. The vast
majority of prior work in packing addresses a restricted set
of objects, e.g., rectilinear objects, under the two standard
packing constraints:
1) Noninterference. Each object is collision free,
2) Containment. All objects are placed within the internal
space of the container.
However, to perform automatic packing with robots, several
real-world issues need to be addressed, such as stability under
force of gravity, and kinematics and clearance issues for
the robot. Instead, we consider the following robot-packable
constraints:
3) Stability. Each object is stable against previously packed
objects and the bin itself, and
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4) Manipulation feasibility. A feasible robot motion exists
to load the object into the target placement. The robot
must obey kinematic constraints, grasp constraints, and
collision constraints during this motion.
If stability is not considered, the pile may shift during execution, and therefore subsequent placements are unlikely to
be executed as planned. If kinematics and clearance are not
considered, the robot may be asked to perform infeasible
motions (e.g., grip an item from underneath, bring an item
to a target through another interlocked item, or pass through
the container wall).
We present an offline packing planner that is able to
address non-convex objects under robot-packable constraints.
The contributions of this planner include:
1) A polynomial time constructive algorithm to implement
a resolution-complete search amongst feasible object
placements, under robot-packable constraints.
2) A 3D positioning heuristic named HeightmapMinimization (HM) that minimizes the volume increase
of the object pile from the loading direction.
3) A fast prioritized search scheme that first searches for
robot-packable placement in a three-dimensional space
that likely contains a solution, and falls back to search
in a five-dimensional space.
Our algorithm is tested against others in a realistic physics
simulator using 3D scanned models of real-world items. In
these tests, approximately 97% of 10-item placement plans
were successfully executed in the physics simulator, compared
to an 86% success rate from a standard packing solver. Empirical results also show that the new Heightmap-Minimization
heuristic finds more placements than existing strategies, such
as the Deepest-Bottom-Left-Fill (DBLF) heuristic.
Beyond the packing algorithm, we develop a physical
packing testbed to study the various sources of uncertainty
and their effects on packing executions. These uncertainties
include object modeling errors, such as incorrectly estimated
object shapes, poses, deformation, etc., manipulation errors,
such as failed grasps, object reorientation during grasping,
and calibration error. Unstable placements and infeasible robot
motions may result in failure to contain all items, and even
cause damages to the robot and items. A failed packing is
usually difficult and time-consuming to recover from, e.g.,
remove all placed items in the old box and replace them in a
larger box.
We develop two strategies to mitigate the impact of uncertainties and increase the robustness of the packing execution. The first strategy is to plan conservatively during the
offline planning phase to ensure execution feasibility under
positioning error. The second strategy is to employ closed-loop
vision and manipulation so that a robot can dynamically react
to errors and correct them. Specifically, the system re-senses
the object pile after each placement using visual and depth
information and then replans the best subsequent placements
if the pile deviates from the plan significantly.
We test these strategies in both Monte Carlo simulation as
well as on the physical testbed. Simulation testing focuses on
examining the results from controlled magnitudes of errors,

Fig. 2. The experimental packing setup consists of a UR5 robot equipped
with E-pick suction gripper, and overhead cameras (not pictured). Errors from
pose recognition, camera-robot calibration, box location calibration, grasp
planning, the center of mass estimation, and geometric modeling affect the
overall success rate of packing.

while testing on the physical platform evaluates typical errors encountered using state-of-the-art perception algorithms
(Fig. 2). They show that our strategies raise the packing
success rates in 5-item packing to 98% from the open-loop
baseline of 83%.
This paper is an extension of a prior conference publication [6]. It introduces experiments on a physical packing
testbed, examination of execution success rates under disturbances, and novel uncertainty mitigation strategies (Secs. IV,
V, VI.C, and VI.D).
II. R ELATED W ORK
A. Robot picking and stowing
Recent years have seen increasing interest in end-to-end
robot pick and stow system, driven by a high demand in
warehouse automation and supported by the technical progress
made in the field of robotic manipulation and vision.
Some robot pick and stow system have been demonstrated
in recent competitions like the Amazon Robotics Challenge
(ARC). The competition requires stowing of arbitrary items
into a storage system, picking specific items, and packing them
into boxes. Several such end-to-end systems are published
including system from team NimbRo [2], team MIT [1], etc.
However, the packing problem was not so challenging in
the ARC, because there was ample space in packing boxes
and relatively few items (2-5). For non-dense packing, simple
heuristics such as simply dropping objects into the container
from above, or packing using object bounding boxes and
heuristics, work well [2].
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For dense packing, recent works employ vision and sensing
capabilities to insert an object into a tight space as an extension
to the peg-in-hole problem. For example, Ye et al. [4] develop
a real-time state estimation system that can recover the pose
and contact formation of a rectilinear object in grasp relative
to its environment. By fusing visual and force sensing, they
demonstrate the application of inserting an object picked by
a suction cup into a tight space. Shome et al. [5] designed a
complete robot packing system using minimalistic hardware
stack of a single robot with suction gripper equipped with
RGB-D cameras. They have employed different techniques to
achieve robust packing that minimizes failure conditions, One
example of such technique is using the suction gripper as a
push finger that executes three pre-defined key manipulation
primitives to tight packing in against perception and positioning errors. Dong et al. [7] used a high-resolution tactile sensors
to control the insertion of objects while estimate and correct
for residual position uncertainties to insert the object into a
designated gap without disturbing the environment.
The key difference between peg-in-hole approaches and
ours is the former focuses on the success of inserting one object into a cluttered space and nearly no planning is involved,
while ours focus on the placement planning for all items in a
known set and guarantee fitness of the items into the container
chosen. And the packing planning for a set of irregular-shaped
objects fall into the classical problem of cutting and packing.

Some research has taken aspects of stability into consideration during packing. Egeblad et al., for example, use a twostage GLS packing algorithm that, in the first stage, optimizes
for the center of gravity and inertia of the pile and, in the
second stage, minimizes overlap in the system [19]; Liu et al.
propose a constructive method that packs irregular 3D shapes
using a Minimum-Total-Potential-Energy heuristic [17]. This
method performs a grid search for the lowest gravitational
center height Z for each placement. However, both proposed
methods use heuristics only and do not verify the stability
of each placement. In contrast from these works, our method
enforces stability explicitly using constraints.
We also know of one packing work that takes into account
robot manipulation feasibility [10], in which the author proposes a variant of the orthogonal 3D box packing scheme
such that no prior packed box is in front of, to the right of,
or above the current placing box, to avoid possible collision
with a vacuum gripper. This placing rule, however, cannot
guarantee collision-free placements with other gripper geometries and neglects robot kinematic constraints and graspability
constraints.
To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first packing
work to solve for stability and robot-feasibility constraints
simultaneously. Moreover, these constraints can be solved for
arbitrary shaped, non-convex 3D objects.
III. PACKING P LANNER

B. Cutting and packing problem
Most existing research on cutting and packing handles
floating 2D and 3D rectilinear objects. Under some simplified
packability constraints, these problems can be formulated and
solved optimally using exact algorithms. One example is the
solution to the 3D bin packing problem using branch and
bound, proposed by Martello et al. [8], [9], whose work is
further extended by many including Boef et al. [10] and
Crainic et al. [11]. Exact algorithms, although capable of
finding the optimal solution if infinite time is spent, are
strongly NP-hard [12] and do not guarantee optimal results
within a reasonable amount of time, especially when a large
number of instances are involved [9]. Heuristic methods and
metaheuristic approaches have also been developed over the
years, such as the popular Bottom-Left heuristic [13] and the
Best-Fit-Decreasing heuristic [14].
More recent work has addressed irregular shape packing,
and only heuristic methods are practical because the search
space is infinite. Metaheuristics such as Simulated Annealing
(SA) [15]–[17] and Guided Local Search (GLS) [18]–[22]
are optimization methods that start with an initial placement
and iteratively improve the placement by moving the pieces
in the neighborhood while minimizing an objective function
(e.g., overlap in the system). Other work has also proposed
constructive positioning heuristics for 3D irregular objects,
such as Deepest-Bottom-Left-Fill (DBLF), which places items
in the deepest, bottom-most, left-most position; and Maximum
Touching Area (MTA), which places an item in a position that
maximizes the total contact area of its faces with the faces of
other items [23].

This section describes the packing problem definition and
the proposed packing algorithm. It also describes the new
Heightmap Minimization (HM) placement heuristic.
A. Problem definition
The problem addresses offline packing of 3D irregular
shapes into a single container while ensuring the stability
of each packed item and feasibility of the placement with a
robot gripper. Specifically, for a set N geometries G1 , . . . , GN
where Gi ⊂ R3 , let C donate the free space volume of the
container and ∂C as the boundary of the free space. Let
Ti · Gi denote the space occupied by item i when the geometry
is transformed by Ti . The problem
 is to find a placement
sequence S = (s1 , . . . , sN ) of 1, . . . , N and transforms
T = (T1 , . . . , TN ) such that each placement satisfies nonoverlapping constraints with geometries placed prior:

(Ti · Gi ) ∩ (Pj · Gj ) = ∅, ∀i, j ∈ 1, . . . , N , i 6= j, (1)
and the containment constraint:

Ti · Gi ⊆ C, ∀i ∈ 1, . . . , N .

(2)

Moreover, each placed item k = 1, . . . , N must satisfy
stability constraints:
isStable(Psk · Gsk , C, Ts1 · Gs1 , . . . , Psk−1 · Gsk−1 )

(3)

and manipulation feasibility constraints:
isManipFeasible(Psk · Gsk , Ps1 · Gs1 , . . . , Psk−1 · Gsk−1 ).
(4)
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Stability is defined as the condition in which all placed
items are in static equilibrium under gravity and frictional
contact forces. We model the stack using point contacts with
a Coulomb friction model with a known coefficient of static
friction.
Manipulation feasibility checks feasibility of a packing pose
when executed by a robot manipulator. This requires that the
object be graspable from its initial pose and can be packed
in the desired pose via a continuous motion, without colliding
with environmental obstacles.
It is important to note that both stability and manipulation
feasibility constraints must be satisfied for every intermediate
arrangement of objects, not just the final arrangement.
B. Packing algorithm
Our constructive packing algorithm solves for the set of
robot-packable constraints proposed. It accepts an itemset, a
container dimension, a constructive positioning heuristic, and/
or a packing sequence, to produce packing plans. The pipeline
packs each item to its optimized feasible pose in sequential
order, without backtracking.
Our pipeline primarily consists of four components, namely:
1) Sequencing heuristic
2) Generate transforms ranked by the positioning heuristic
3) Stability check
4) Manipulation feasibility check
The pipeline starts with a sequencing heuristic to sort all
items into a packing sequence. It then attempts to plan an
optimal feasible loading of each item into the container, where
a grid-based search is used to exhaustively explore candidate
placements, and placement quality is measured by a heuristic.
Because exploring a grid in the 6D space of transforms
SE(3) is slow, we implement a prioritized method (Alg. 1) that
first searches in a 3D space of planar-stable orientations (Lines
3–8). Planar-stable orientations are those in which a geometry
G can stably rest on a planar surface, and are computed using
the method of Goldberg et al. [24]. This speeds up the search
for the common case of packing on the first layer and on
horizontal support surfaces.
If a feasible placement is found in this space, then the
item is considered packed, but if not, the item is placed on
a fall-back list U . After placing all other objects, the planner
attempts to place items in U (Lines 9–21) by seeking a 5D
space including rolls and pitches. The 6th dimension, Z, is
always determined analytically by finding the lowest loading
height for any orientation and X-Y position.
The algorithm for selecting a placement for a single item is
given in Alg. 8, which is parameterized by a set of rolls and
pitches are given as input. It generates a set of collision-free
placements T , then sorts them by the positioning heuristic,
and finds the first placement that satisfies stability and robotpackability constraints.
1) Placement sequence: The placement sequence can be
user-specified or generated by a heuristic, such as the nonincreasing bounding box volume heuristic, which is known to
lead to fast convergence of branch-and-bound algorithms [9].
The generated sequence is subject to adjustment if a solution
cannot be found in the specified ordering.

Algorithm 1: Robot-feasible packing with fall-backs
input : Item geometries G1 , . . . , GN , container C, and
masses/frictions
output: Transforms T and sequence S, or None
1 Initialize T , S, U to empty lists;
2 Generate initial packing sequence {s1 , . . . , sN };
3 for si ∈ {s1 , . . . , sN } do
// 3D search
4
Get planar-stable rolls and pitches for Gsi with the
top n highest quasi-static probabilities
Osi ← {(φ1 , ψ1 ), . . . , (φn , ψn )};
5
T = packOneItem(Gsi , C, Osi , S, T );
6
if T then Add T to T , Add si to S;
7
else Add si to U ;
8 end
9 for ui ∈ U do
// 5D fall-back search
10
Let {(φ1 , ψ1 ), . . . , (φn , ψn )} be the planar-stable
orientations in Oui ;
11
for tr ∈ {0, ∆r, 2∆r, . . . , 2π − ∆r} do
12
for tp ∈ {0, ∆r, 2∆r, . . . , 2π − ∆r} do
13
Ot =
{(φ1 +tr , ψ1 +tp ), . . . , (φn +tr , ψn +tp )};
14
T = packOneItem(Gui , C, Ot , S, T );
15
if T then
16
Add T to T ; Add ui to S;
17
continue with Line 11
18
end
19
end
20
return None
21 end
22 return (T , S)

Algorithm 2: packOneItem
input : Item geometry G, container C, pitches and
yaws O, sequence of packed items
{s1 , . . . , si }, transforms of packed items
{P1 , . . . , Pi }
output: Transform T or None
1 T ← 3DGridSearch(G, C, O);
2 Score each T in T based on heuristic used;
3 for up to N lowest values of T in T do
4
if ¬isStable(T · G, C, P1 · Gs1 , . . . , Pi · Gsi )
then continue;
5
Compute grasp poses T1G , . . . TnG compatible with
T;
6
if isManipFeasible(T · G, {T1G , . . . TnG }) then
return T ;
7 end
8 return None

2) Generating ranked transforms: For a given item, a
positioning heuristic identifies a free pose inside the container
that is most preferred according to a specific criterion. Our
pipeline accepts arbitrary positioning heuristics, but we have
found best performance using the HM heuristic introduced in
Sec. III-C.
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The 3D search for collision-free placements of one object,
given a set of rolls and pitches, is shown in Alg. 3. A grid
search is performed for yaw, X, and Y at a given resolution,
and the height Z of the placement is analytically determined
as the lowest free placement. 2D heightmaps are used to
accelerate the computation of Z to an efficient 2D matrix
manipulation. Three heightmaps are computed: 1) a top-down
heightmap Hc of the container and placed objects, 2) a topdown heightmap Ht of the object to be placed, and 3) a
bottom-up heightmap Hb of the object to be placed. Ht and Hb
are measured relative to the lower left corner of the orientated
object. Raycasting is used to build these heightmaps, and rays
that do not intersect with the object geometry are given height
0 in Ht and ∞ in Hb . The container heightmap is obtained
once at the beginning of object placement search, and an
object heightmap is computed once for each distinct searched
orientation.
Given an object orientation and X, Y location, we calculate
the lowest collision-free Z as follows:
w−1 h−1

Z = max max(Hc [x + i, y + j] − Hb [i, j])
i=0 j=0

(5)

orientation, we calculate an updated heightmap Hc0 adding the
placed object as follows:
For all i = 0, . . . , w − 1, j = 0, . . . , h − 1, we let:
Hc0 [x + i, y + j] = max(Ht [i, j] + Z, Hc [x + i, y + j]) (7)
if Ht [i, j] 6= 0, and otherwise
Hc0 [x + i, y + j] = Hc [x + i, y + j].

3) Stability checking: Let the set of contact points be
denoted as c1 , . . . , cK , which have normals n1 , . . . , nN , and
friction coefficients µ1 , . . . , µK . For each contact ck , let the
two bodies in contact be denoted Ak and Bk . Let f1 , . . . , fK
denote the contact forces, with the convention that fk is
applied to Bk and the negative is applied to Ak . We also
define mi as the mass of object i, and cmi as its COM. We
take the convention that the container has infinite mass.
The object pile is in static equilibrium if there are a set of
forces that satisfy the following conditions.
Force balance: ∀i = 1, . . . , N ,

where (x, y) are the pixel coordinates of X, Y , and (w, h) to
be the dimensions of Ht .
Algorithm 3: 3DGridSearch
input : Geometry G, container C, rolls and pitches O
output: All collision-free candidate transforms
1 for (φ, ψ) ∈ O do
2
for θ ∈ {0, ∆r, 2∆r, . . . , 2π − ∆r} do
3
Let R ← Rz (θ)Ry (φ)Rx (ψ);
4
Discretize 
legal horizontal translations of R · G
into grid (X1 , Y1 ), . . . (Xn , Yn ) ;
5
for (X, Y ) in (X1 , Y1 ), . . . (Xn , Yn ) do
6
Find the lowest collision free placement Z
at translation X, Y ;
7
T ← (R, (X, Y, Z));
8
if T · G lies within C then Add T to T ;
9
end
10
end
11 end
12 return T
Once all collision-free candidate transforms are obtained,
they are scored by the positioning heuristic. For example, the
Deepest-Bottom-Left-First heuristic can be formulated as the
score:
Z + c · (X + Y )
(6)
where c is a small constant.
The candidates are then ranked by score (lower is better).
If only robot-packable constraints are required, the placement
candidate with the lowest score is returned.
After a new object has been placed, we update the
heightmap of the container Hc . This subroutine is also used in
our heightmap minimization heuristic. Given a pose X, Y, Z of
the object to be packed, and the top heightmap Ht at the given

(8)

−

X

fk +

k | i=Ak

X

fk + mi g = 0.

(9)

k | i=Bk

Torque balance: ∀i = 1, . . . , N ,
X
X
−
(cmi − ck ) × fk +
(cmi − ck ) × fk = 0.
k | i=Ak

k | i=Bk

Force validity: ∀k = 1, . . . , K,
fk · nk > 0,

(10)

kfk⊥ k ≤ µk (fk · nk ).

(11)

where fk⊥ = fk −nk (fk ·nk ) is the tangential component (i.e.,
frictional force) of fk .
For a given arrangement of objects, an approximate set of
contact points is obtained by slightly scaling geometries and
determining the set of geometric features that overlap when
scaled. We also perform a clustering step in which we merge
all contact points within a grid size of 1 cm, which reduces
the number of contacts to a more manageable number. A
pyramidal approximation for the friction cone is used, and
the conditions above are formulated as a linear programming
problem over f1 , . . . , fN , solved using the convex programming solver CVXPY [25]. If no such forces can be found, the
arrangement is considered unstable.
4) Manipulation feasibility: Our planner is limited to
checking top-down placement trajectories, as robots performing pick and place (e.g., box packing) commonly use vertical
motion [10]. We also assume the existence of a grasp generator
that produces some number of candidate end effector (EE)
transforms, specified relative to an object’s geometry that may
be used to grasp the object. The instantiation of this generator
used in our implementation is described in Sec. IV-D. The
pseudo-code for the manipulation feasibility checker is given
in Alg. 4.
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Algorithm 4: isManipFeasible
input : Desired placed geometry T · G and a set of
grasp candidates {T1G , . . . TnG }
G
G
G
1 for T ∈ {T1 , . . . Tn } do
2
Compute top-down EE path Pee interpolating from
an elevated pose to a final pose T · T G ;
3
for Pee ∈ Pee do
4
if ¬(IKSolvable(Pee ) ∧
inJointLimits(Pee ) ∧
collisionFree(Pee )) then go to Line 1;
5
end
6
return True
7 end
8 return False

Fig. 4. Top-down diagram of the packing experiment. Objects to be packed
are arranged in the picking area, and must be packed in the container (e.g.,
a shipping box). Overhead cameras (Realsense SR300 and Ensenso N35)
provide color and depth information.

used are representative of current state-of-the-art in sensing,
perception, and planning for warehouse manipulation.
A. System overview
Fig. 3. Example packing placements obtained by the heightmap (HM, ours)
and Deepest-Bottom-Left-Fill (DBLF) heuristic orders. The HM heuristic
nests the four bowls inside one another, leaving room for the box.

C. Heightmap-Minimization Heuristic
The performance and solution quality of a multidimensional packing problem is highly susceptible to the itempositioning rule [26]. However, existing positioning heuristics
for 3D packing are scarce and are commonly adapted directly
from 2D packing, and therefore result in poor space utilization
in the 3D container [11], [27]. To address these shortcomings,
we propose a novel positioning heuristic called the HeightmapMinimization (HM) heuristic, which favors item placements
that result in the smallest occupied volume in the container,
as observed from the loading direction.
Specifically, HM scores a placement as follows. Given the
candidate transform T = (roll, pitch, yaw, X, Y, Z), compute
a tentative container heightmap Hc0 using the update routine
described in Sec. 12. Suppose its shape is (w, h). The score
for the placement using the HM heuristic is:
c · (X + Y ) +

w−1
X h−1
X

Hc0 [i, j]

(12)

i=0 j=0

where c is a small constant.
HM favors positions and orientations that result in good
space utilization as it minimizes wasted space and holes that
cannot be filled. HM also favors stable placements since the
bottom of the object is encouraged to match the shape of the
supporting terrain (Fig. 3).
IV. PACKING SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
Next, we describe the implementation of our packing algorithm on a physical robot testbed. The system components

A 6R industrial robot (Universal Robot UR5e) is equipped
with a suction gripper (Robotiq EPick) and a compliant suction
cup (Fig. 2). One RGB-D camera (Realsense SR300) and two
high-resolution stereo / structured light black-and-white depth
cameras (Ensenso N35) are used. An RGB-D / stereo pair is
mounted overhead looking down over the picking area, and
the other stereo camera is mounted looking down the packing
area, shown in Fig. 4. This setup allows us to combine both
the color information from the RGB-D camera and the highquality point clouds from the stereo cameras. The high-quality
point cloud enables the pose recognition pipeline to achieve
better accuracy compared to the RGB-D data.
The entire system layout is illustrated in Fig. 4. In the
picking area, objects are placed in arbitrary locations. The
system assumes that objects are drawn from a known set,
whose 3D models are available. In addition, all objects in the
picking area will be packed, with their initial locations not
touching. In the packing area, a predetermined box footprint
area is marked off, and a box with matching dimensions is
placed by hand to align with the footprint.
The software pipeline consists of calibration, perception,
and planning. The calibration steps include:
• Factory-specified tool center point and camera intrinsic
parameters were used.
• Camera
extrinsic calibration using robot-mounted
checkerboard
• The box footprint location is calibrated by jogging the
robot to touch the footprint corner locations. The footprint
corners are set to the tool center point coordinates relative
to the robot base.
Object identification and pose estimation are then performed
with the following steps:
1) Plane segmentation removes the tabletop from the point
cloud.
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2) Region growing segmentation [28] is used to segment
object point clouds.
3) Pointcloud segments are projected onto the RGB image
to obtain an object ROI.
4) The object is identified using a convolutional neural
network model [29], trained on the experiment objects.
5) A CNN pose estimation model gives an initial estimate
of object pose [30].
6) If fitness [31] of the CNN estimation is below a threshold, point-cloud only template matching is performed.
7) The pose is fine-tuned with iterative closest points
(ICP) [32].
The packing algorithm presented in the prior section plans
nominal object packing sequences, grasp locations, packing
poses, and top-down loading paths assuming a known location
of the container and all items. Two forms of sensor feedback
are available in this system:
• Force feedback, via the force/torque sensor on the UR5e’s
wrist, is used for guarded moves during loading. A
force threshold, set to 20 N in our experiments, prevents
crushing items.
• RGB-D and stereo cameras provide an overhead image
of how items have been packed in the container.
B. Pose recognition
The pose recognition pipeline estimates Pi0 for i ∈
{1, . . . , N } for use in the planner.
First, we acquire partial pointcloud segments for
G1 , . . . , GN . This is done through a process of plane
segmentation and distance calculation that removes all
observation not on the picking station. The remaining
pointcloud is segmented by Point Cloud Library (PCL)’s [33]
implementation of region growing segmentation [28]. The
algorithm partitions the points that are close enough in terms
of a smoothness constraint.
Next, the partitioned pointcloud segments are projected on
the color image obtained with a RealSense camera. Pixels
inside the bounding box of the projects are cropped into a
color image of each individual object. The ID of the object
is classified with ResNet18 [29], trained on the experiment
dataset using Pytorch [34].
For the experiment, we assume that ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N }, Gi
is sitting on a tabletop with pose Pi0 , where the orientation component of Pi0 is a planar stable orientation for Gi .
Therefore, pose recognition estimates the translation of Gi
while Ri0 is from a finite subset modulo rotations about the
vertical axis. We initialize the estimate Ri0 from the Dense
Fusion [30] algorithm. Inputs to Dense Fusion include a
pointcloud, cropped color image, and ID for the corresponding
object segment. If fitness [31] for this estimation is below
a certain threshold, a template matching technique is used
as a fallback. Template object point clouds are generated
at planar-stable orientations, and the best-fit match to the
point cloud observation is selected. Whether Dense Fusion
or template matching is used for the initial alignment, we
follow this with a dense point-to-plane Iterative Closest Point
(ICP) [32] alignment for fine-tuning. This is performed using
the implementation from Open3D [31].

Fig. 5. Dynamic acquisition of 3D object models from a single top-down
scan. The sensed upper surface is completed with a flat bottom.

C. Dynamic model acquisition
In a practical warehouse setting, a packing system may need
to cope with hundreds or thousands of unique items, where accurate 3D models may not be available in advance. To address
this setting, strategy V4+DMA modifies the system pipeline
to perform dynamic model acquisition at packing time. The
acquired model may not be as accurate as a pre-acquired
model, but it avoids the need for a separate object identification
and 6D pose estimation step. Furthermore, dynamic model
acquisition can better cope with shape differences between
prior models and the presented item, such as variations in
packaging or damaged objects.
Our dynamic model acquisition approach requires no additional sensor setup under the assumption that items are not
touching in the pick area. 3D models are acquired under
the assumption that the item has a flat bottom and sits on
the tabletop. Plane removal and point cloud segmentation are
performed, and then each pointcloud segment is completed
by concatenating surface points with its projection on the underlying plane. The completed point cloud then goes through
a triangulation algorithm such as Poisson surface reconstruction [35] to obtain a watertight triangular mesh model (Fig. 5).
An object’s mass and center of mass are estimated from
the acquired model assuming a constant uniform density of
0.5 g/cm3
Drawbacks of dynamic model acquisition include noise and
missing depth data from certain materials (e.g., reflective,
transparent) that appear invisible to the depth sensor. Moreover, our current system infers the occluded portion of items
using a somewhat naı̈ve approach of assuming a flat supporting surface, which can overestimate the shape of irregularshaped, concave items (e.g., bowls). 3D shape completion
algorithms [36] can improve the inference somewhat, but
errors are still likely to exist in the occluded regions. These
shape estimation errors may lead to potential instability in
packing plans and loss of packing density, but these problems
may be avoided by ensuring that occluded surfaces are placed
onto planar areas during loading.
D. Grasp planning
For grasp planning, we use a point cloud-based planner
that generates a set of vacuum grasp candidates, ensuring
that the grasp location is nearly flat, the suction direction is
nearly normal to the surface, and the center of mass is almost
underneath the grasp point (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6. (a) Grasp poses generated satisfying vacuum graspbility constraints.
(b) Compatible gripper poses with candidate object orientation are checked
for clearance with the container and the object pile. Collision-free grasps are
shown in green and colliding grasps are colored in transparent grey.

Fig. 7. A diagram of how error sources (rectangles) contribute to unexpected
events (rounded rectangles) and ultimately to packing failure. We use place
as a measure for grasp pose error.

Specifically, the grasp point must lie within a radius r =
2 cm in the horizontal plane to the centroid of the observed
point cloud segment. The areas under the gripper should be
planar areas (80% of the surface points directly below the
tool are within 0.3 cm to the estimated plane), which helps
the vacuum opening to grasp normal to the surface.
For use in the planner, the set of grasp candidates is tested
one by one for manipulation feasibility, i.e., with the chosen
grasp pose, the robot can transfer Gi from Pi0 to Pi without
collision and with successful IK solutions being found along
the trajectory. Moreover, in the packing pose, the resulting
gripper axis needs to be within a tilting angle θ = π/4 to
the Z-axis to prevent excessive torques being applied at the
gripper.

Object identification error leads the planner to choose a
different 3D reference model than the actual object’s geometry.
In packing setups where the correct subset of items must be
picked from a larger collection, this could lead to more serious
errors where the wrong item is packed. Our problem definition
assumes that all presented objects must be packed, so object
identification error is correctable during packing.

V. PACKING ERRORS AND MITIGATION STRATEGIES
Here we identify sources of error in a physical packing
system that may lead to failed packing. We also present two
mitigation strategies tested in our experiments.
A. Factors affecting packing success
Packing success is defined by a final state having all objects
unbroken and packed within the container’s dimensions.
Because the planner performs collision and stability checking, if the world behaved exactly as modeled, then the executed
plan would be guaranteed to yield a successful packing. However, several errors are introduced by the execution pipeline.
We identify and describe nine key error sources:
1) Camera calibration error cal .
2) Object identification error ID .
3) Pose recognition error pose .
4) 3D geometry modeling errors geom .
5) Center of mass specification errors cm .
6) Grasp positioning error grasp .
7) Grasp acquisition (lifting) error lif t .
8) In-transit manipulation error manip .
9) Box placement error box .
Camera calibration error in the picking area causes deviations in the robot-relative object pose estimates, adding
to problems acquiring a grasp. Camera calibration over the
container leads to collisions with objects and walls of the
container in the closed-loop packing strategy.

Pose recognition error leads to misalignment of the true
object geometry and the 3D reference model used in grasp and
packing planning. This causes grasp failures and inadvertent
collisions during loading.
The 3D geometry of each object was acquired using a 3D
scanner and multiple viewpoints. There is inevitable noise
in these models, particularly noticeable in the underside of
the object. Moreover, the scanned items were newly bought
objects, and as items exhibited wear and tear during our experiments, some items underwent slight deformations. Although
we do not have ground truth, we expect overall geometry errors
to be less than 5 mm.
Centers of mass of objects are not measured precisely, and
may also change with the object orientation (e.g., product
settling in a box). This causes potential problems with grasp
acquisition and inaccurate stability tests in the planner.
Grasp positioning errors occur when the suction gripper
shifts the object during grasping. The related grasp acquisition
errors occur when the gripper cannot achieve adequate suction
to lift the object. In-transit manipulation errors occur when
the robot prematurely loses grip of the object, e.g., by causing
large accelerations.
Finally, box placement errors can cause collisions with the
sidewalls during packing.
Overall, these errors form cascading effects down the
pipeline to contribute to unexpected events, such as toppling
object placements or unexpected collisions, which lead to
packing failures, as shown in Fig. 7. Informally, we refer to
events in which an object hits a container wall or other objects
prematurely as “smashing,” and events in which an object falls
over or shifts as “toppling.” Note that the packing loop is
performed N times, where N is the number of objects, so the
system has an opportunity to measure and correct for errors
accumulated during packing.
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B. Error reduction methods
We propose two methods to mitigate the impacts of error
on the execution success of packing plans. The first strategy
is closed-loop packing, which makes use of sensing feedback
to adjust the packing plan so that if an object is grasped
incorrectly or falls over during placement, subsequent steps
can adapt to the new knowledge. The second strategy is robust
planning, which predicts the future effects of uncertainty so
that unexpected behaviors are less likely to occur. To evaluate
the effectiveness, we perform experiments with five variations
of planning and executing strategies.
1) V1: Baseline: Plans are generated and executed, assuming perfect models.
2) V2: Robust planning: The packing planner is modified
to avoid tight fits.
3) V3: Closed-loop vision: The container sensor re-senses
the object pile after each placement. If the heightmap of
the pile deviates from the plan, then a replan is triggered.
4) V4: Robust planning and closed-loop vision: Both V2
and V3 strategies are employed.
5) V4+DMA: Dynamic model acquisition: The V4 strategy is used, but with object identification and pose
estimation replaced with dynamic model acquisition.
These strategies do not consider significant rearrangement
of objects within the container (e.g., repacking), although
strategies V3 and V4 do allow the robot to push objects that
have stuck outside the container. We describe these strategies
in more detail below.
We implement a grasping controller based on end effector
force feedback, which is used in all experiments. During
grasping, if the robot’s force sensor detected that the object
was not successfully lifted, the robot will attempt the next
computed grasp pose that can achieve the planned object
placement with a collision-free loading motion. Moreover,
while packing an object into the container, if an immediate
contact force exceeding 20N is sensed by the force/torque
sensor, the object will be released. This avoids crushing objects
during “smash” events.
C. Dynamic re-planning
In closed-loop packing, we monitor and remodeled the
object pile after each placement. A failure is detected if the
pile shifted significantly from expected, preventing subsequent
items from being executed as planned. In case of failure, we
replan the packing locations of the remaining items while
maintaining consistency in the previous plan where possible.
We also detect whether an object is lying partially outside of
the container, and perform a push maneuver to attempt to push
the object back in.
Specifically, with the overhead depth camera, we capture
a pre-placement depth map of the container. If the incoming
item’s 3D model at its planned packing location is in collision
with the pre-placement heightmap, we count the number of
colliding pixels. A “significant deviation” is triggered when
this count exceeds a threshold of 20% of pixels belonging to
the item.

Fig. 8. Closing the loop around vision leads to more robust packing. (a)
Offline plan. The two cracker boxes are stacked first, followed by bleach
and two soup cans. (b) The second cracker box is shifted during packing,
blocking the access for bleach. Open-loop packing would lead to a failure.
(c) The closed-loop strategy captures a heightmap of the placed pile, detects
a violation for the bleach placement, and plans a new location. (4) Bleach is
placed successfully in the empty location.

If no significant deviation is determined, the item is placed
to the planned transform as usual, which helps maintain
coherence with the existing plan. If a significant deviation is
detected, the strategy replans a new optimal placement for the
infeasible object given the pre-placement heightmap. Rather
than trying to identify the pose of each object in the pile, which
is prone to significant errors, we simply treat the heightmap
as the geometry of an object rigidly-fixed to the container.
The use of the sensed heightmap as a collision geometry
suffices for collision checking between the robot and gripper,
and stability checking still verifies whether there is sufficient
friction between a rigid pile and subsequent placed objects.
However, treating the pile as a rigid, unmovable object incurs
some loss of information for the stability constraint checks,
so the planner may decide to put the object in a location an
underlying object may shift or topple.
To perform the push maneuver, we capture a post-placement
heightmap, and detect whether any object’s horizontal extent
surpasses the dimensions of the container. If so, we aim the
robot’s gripper to push in a straight line perpendicularly to
the box wall, with the end effector’s lowest portion slightly
above the box’s maximum height. This movement is aimed at
the geometry center of the portion of the object outside the
container dimensions.

D. Robust planning
Robust planning avoids tight fits with a threshold distance
of δ. Placements closer than δ to the container wall and placed
objects will be penalized in the offline planner.
Previously, a candidate placement is scored as follows as in
12. In robust planning, we add an extra term to the scoring
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Fig. 10.

Fig. 9. Conservative geometry margins reduce inadvertent collisions. (a) A
non-conservative plan causes a failure during the execution of the plan (b).
Specifically, the shifted cracker box caused a failure and crash of the sugar
item planned on top of it. (c) A conservative plan with δ =1 cm margin.
During execution, all items are placed within the container without causing
an inadvertent collision (d).

function to penalize tight fit:
c · (X + Y ) +

w−1
X
X h−1

H 0 [i, j] + C/ max(dmin , δ)

(13)

i=0 j=0

Where dmin is the minimum horizontal distance between
the item and the pile or the container wall. This is computed
from the heightmaps of the pile and the item being placed. To
compute the minimum distance, we only consider pixels in
the pile/container heightmap whose pixel height is larger than
object placement height Z and x-y location within and near
the object 2D projection onto the x-y plane. The minimum
of all horizontal distances between object pixels and the
pile/container pixels is taken as dmin . The value C is taken
to be a large constant such that C/δ dominates the other two
terms in the sum.
It should be noted that conservative planning may fail to
find a plan when non-conservative planning would succeed. To
address these cases, the planner tries to replan with a smaller
δ that decreases linearly until it is 0. If the δ = 0 case fails,
we declare planner failure.
E. Closed-loop packing and robust planning
In strategy V4, we combine both closed-loop repacking and
robust planning. This is mostly a straightforward combination,
except that we note that when δ is decreased due to a planning failure, we maintain the decreased value for subsequent
planning steps.
VI. A NALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTATION
We evaluate the efficacy of the planning algorithm compared
to other algorithms. We also evaluate the proposed packing
system to study the sources and magnitudes of errors. We

15 items from the YCB object dataset are used in experiments.

quantify the impact of such errors on the overall packing
success rate in Monte Carlo simulation and on the physical
testbed.
Algorithm parameters used in the experiments include:
heuristic constant c = 1; heightmap resolution 0.002m; step
size in both X and Y 0.01m; ∆r = π/4 in range [0, π); friction
coefficient µ = 0.7. Contact points are obtained using the
exact geometry with a scale factor of 1.03. The top four planarstable rolls and pitches with the highest quasi-static probabilities are used, and candidate number N = 100. Offline planner
tests are conducted on Amazon Web Services instance type
m5.12xlarge, and computation times are measured on a single
thread. Simulation tests use the Bullet physics simulator [37]
to simulate executions, and are run on several desktop PCs
with 32GB of RAM and Intel I7 processors.
For simulation testing, objects were drawn at random from
a set of 94 real-world object meshes from the YCB [38] and
the APC 2015 object set [39]. On average each mesh contains
10,243 vertices. For testing on the robot, 15 real-world items
from the YCB object dataset [40] are selected that are mostly
rigid, opaque, graspable, visible to the depth camera, and in a
wide range of shapes and weights (Fig. 10).
A. Comparing planner performance in simulation
The robot model used to verify robot feasibility constraints
is a Staubli TX90 robot, equipped with a cylindrical vacuum
gripper of 30 cm length and 2 cm diameter.
We perform stress tests on itemsets of size 10. A tall
container of size 32 × 32 × 30 cm is chosen. 1,000 itemsets
of size 10 are generated and verified with all tested methods
to have a non-overlap packing within the chosen container.
Since the tilted gripper is likely to collide with the tall
container chosen, we assume the gripper can grasp object of
any orientation at the center of object’s top surface, with the
gripper axis vertically aligned to the Z axis.
We compare our HM heuristic against the DBLF and MTA
heuristics [23], as well as an implementation of a guided local
search (GLS) method as described by Egeblad et al. [19].
The fast intersection area theorem in Egeblad’s paper was not
implemented. Therefore, for the fairness of the comparison,
GLS was run with five random restarts, and each restart was
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Fig. 11.

Examples of packing plans for itemsets of size 10.

TABLE I
C OMPARING PLANNING TECHNIQUES ON 10- ITEM ORDERS WITH AND
WITHOUT ROBOT- PACKABLE CONSTRAINTS
HM

DBLF [23]

MTA [23]

GLS [41]

98.4
14.2
96.3
50.1

88.9
14.1
86.3
95.4

78.9
502
—
—

Success, non-overlap (%) 99.9
Time, non-overlap (s) 15.7
Success, all constraints (%) 97.1
Time, all constraints (s) 34.9

terminated after 300 s if a solution could not be obtained. GLS
is also not tested for all constraints, as implementing robotpackable constraints in GLS methods is very challenging.
Table I reports the percentage of solutions found and the
average computation time.
Empirically, HM finds more solutions than any other method
in comparison. With robot-packable constraint, HM finds
99.9% of all feasible solutions, leading the 2nd place DBLF
heuristic by 1.5%, while MTA and GLS are not as competitive.
After adding all constraints, each technique drops in success
rate by a few percents, but HM still leads the other methods.
The mean running time of HM is also 30% shorter, indicating
that the highest ranked placements are more likely to be stable
than the other heuristics.
In addition, only 3.2% (320 out of 10,000) of the items
are packed with the fallback procedure, Of these, 51% were
packed by adjusting the packing sequence of the item, and
the other 49% were packed by performing the search in 5D.
Indicating the 3D space searched is indeed highly likely to
contain robot-packable solutions. And the prioritized search in
3D space is significantly more efficient than always searching
in 5D as our other tests indicate that simply performing the
5D search has an average running time of 522 s, which is 15
times slower.
The performance of the algorithm is also impacted by the
parameters chosen. With finer rotation granularity ∆r and
more candidates to check against robot-packable constraints,
the success rate can be further improved at the cost of
increased computation time (Table II).
To compare feasibility of the packing plans produced by
ours and other planners, we test the open-loop execution
feasibility in the Bullet physics simulator. The simulated
TABLE II
I MPACT OF ∆r AND CANDIDATE NUMBER N ON THE RESULTS
Rotation granularity ∆r
Number of candidates N

π/4
100

π/4
500

π/8
500

Success, all constraints (%) 97.1 97.5
Time, all constraints (s) 34.9 70.05

98.7
89.40

robot places one item after another using a top-down loading
direction, and if a 20 N resisting force is reached, the robot
will drop the item and retract. The robot places all items 1 cm
elevated from their planned transform; so items are expected
to drop 1 cm. We allow 20 s for an item to settle before the
next item is placed. A plan is considered a success if all items
are fully within the container’s bounding box.
In the 10 item case, 948 out of 971 (≈98%) of robotpackable plans obtained using the HM heuristic are executed
successfully. This is significantly higher than the 83% success
rate without robot-packable constraints.
B. Uncertainty evaluation
We collected a dataset of all experiment items placed in
various poses and positions on the picking area, complete
with RGB images, depth images, and pointclouds, taken by
Realsense and Ensenso cameras in their overhead mounting
positions. Around 200 poses and positions are taken for each
object. 70% of the dataset was used for training, and the
remaining 30% of the dataset was withheld for testing.
1) Object identification: In our test set, object segmentation
was 100% successful because the input objects were placed
in isolation. Our object recognition pipeline achieved a 98.5%
top-1 accuracy on the testing set, which indicates that for
7.2% of 5-item order sets, at least one of the objects will be
misidentified. Note that because all objects in the packing area
need to be packed, a misidentified object will not necessarily
lead to failed packing. Instead, it contributes to a (potentially
substantial) geometry modeling error.
2) 6D pose estimation: To obtain the pose estimation error,
the 6D pose estimation result from our pipeline is further
corrected by manual alignment of the projected and ground
truth (using the Meshlab software). We considered using an
alternative approach to pre-define a ground truth pose and
manually align the object to this pose, but we found that
symmetric objects (e.g., boxes, cylinders) induced large pose
error measurements, even though these errors would have
virtually no effect on picking and packing. On our test set, the
average translation and rotation error is 0.7 cm and 0.3 rad.
3) Rare errors: Grasp acquisition errors were not observed
in our setup (so lif t ≈ 0), in large part because we chose
objects from the YCB dataset that were more easily lifted by
suction. In-transit manipulation errors never occurred during
our experiments (manip ≈ 0). Box placement error is also
quite low (box ≈ 0) compared to other sources of error,
e.g., calibration, because it is relatively simple to align the
box to within a millimeter or two of the calibrated footprint.
Moreover, it would be a simple matter to add rigid fixtures to
the packing area to constrain the box even further. Since these
errors are so low, we do not include them in our analysis.
4) Summary statistic: placement error: Observe that calibration, pose estimation, and grasp positioning errors all
contribute to the pose of the object-in-hand, which leads to an
ultimate error in where the object is packed. Specifically, this
is the final translation and rotation error of an object from a
planned packing location Pi , assuming no collisions occurred
during loading. We call this summary error placement error
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TABLE III
S UMMARY OF EMPIRICALLY EVALUATED ERROR SOURCES
Error source
ID
pose
geom
place
lif t
manip
box

Magnitude
1.5%
0.7 cm (translation), 0.3 rad (orientation)
Estimate ≈ 0.5 mm
1.02 cm (translation), 0.41 rad (orientation)
≈0
≈0
≈0

place , and can be evaluated experimentally. The evaluation
performs 80 single item manipulations by a known transform
that transforms object from one planar orientation to another.
Before the manipulation, the pointcloud of the object is
captured and the pose of the segment is estimated. After
manipulation, the pointcloud of the object is captured again,
and the observation is manually aligned to the projected object
pose. place is taken to be the RMSE of these alignment errors.
Our experiments show that placement error is on average
1.02 cm in translation and 0.41 rad in rotation.
A summary of all error sources is given in Tab. III.
C. Monte-Carlo simulation testing
A more extensive set of experiments were conducted in
simulation that introduce different magnitudes of errors and
larger test sets. Varying degrees of error from ground truth
object poses and depth sensor readings are used as input to
each of our packing strategies.
For these tests, we use the same object sets as in the previous
simulation test and for consistency we also use the same item
sets across the range of packing strategies. For picking, we
rigidly attach objects to the robot’s gripper with a randomlygenerated pose error, using the same standard deviations as
place , but scaled with an error scaling factor from 0-200%.
The object is dropped when the robot reaches the desired
placement pose, or a 20 N force threshold is reached.
The packing success rates for strategies V1–V4 are plotted
in Fig. 12. For V2 and V4, a δ value of 1 cm is used. At
0% error, all experimental variations performed similarly, just
under 98% success rate, while closed-loop strategy performs
slightly worse. This can be largely attributed to the treatment
of the pile as a rigid, infinite-mass object during replanning,
which fails to capture the nuances of the pile’s stability.
As the error increases beyond 100%, the success rate for
the baseline strategy drops off sharply. Meanwhile, the rate of
drop off is noticeably slower for the other three comparison
strategies that employ robustness measures. The best performer
is V4 that uses both robust and dynamic replanning, achieving
the highest or near highest success rate at all positioning errors
introduced, and maintain a packing success rate at 94.5% at
2.04 cm translation error and 0.82 rad in rotation error.
It should be noted that increasing δ does not always lead to
better performance under uncertainties. A δ of 2 cm was also
tested in V2 and V4, achieving similar and slightly worse
performance than a δ of 2 cm. With a higher margin, planning
is more likely to fail, and hence our system will fall back to
use a smaller margin.

Fig. 12. Simulation packing success rates for 10-item orders with varying
pose error. Pose error scaling factor is given on the horizontal axis, and the
success rate is given on the vertical axis. The baseline (V1) success rate drops
off dramatically as pose error increases, while the robust technique (V4) is
much less sensitive to error.
TABLE IV
S UCCESS RATES ON THE PHYSICAL PACKING PLATFORM , 5- ITEM ORDERS
V1
Success rate (%) 83
Max force exceeded (# per order) 2.22
Push performed (# per order) —

V2

V3

V4

95
95
98
1.40 1.12 0.7
— 0.07 0.03

V4+DMA
100
0.53
0.03

D. Testing on physical platform
For testing on the physical platform, we generated 100
sets of 5-item orders from our experiment items. The robust
planning strategies (V2 and V4) use δ =1.02 cm. Tab. IV summarizes the results. Both closed-loop and robust methods (V2
and V3) perform significantly better than the baseline, while
the combined method (V4) beats the baseline success rate 98%
to 83%. V4 with dynamic model acquisition performs best of
all, with 100% of packing problems successfully executed.
We also show the number of times the maximum loading
force (20 N) was exceeded, which indicates approximately how
often a smash event was observed and how much damage the
object sustained during packing. The same pattern is observed,
showing that both closed-loop and robust strategies decrease
the rate of smashing. The last row shows how many times a
closed-loop push maneuver was performed, showing that these
are rather rare, but are still helpful to improve success rates
by a few percentage points.
We recorded object classifications, estimated poses, and
planned and final placements, which allows us to examine
causes of cascading failures more closely. In V1, nine failures
occurred with one or more items protruding outside the box
footprint, while seven failed for objects within the container
but exceeding the maximum height. A final case failed when
an object tipped over and stood up underneath the gripper,
causing the robot to report a “maximum load exceeded” fault.
Some failure cases can be traced to one predominant factor.
Four failures can be traced back to failed object identification,
which leads to wrong shape estimation of the object to pack.
Three cases can be traced back to significant pose estimation
error (e.g., rotation of 90 degrees, etc.). One case can be traced
back to object tipping, which led to sudden force changes too
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Fig. 13.
Example of failed packing executions, for each experimental
condition. In the baseline (V1), all items are planned tightly, and the cracker
box hit a container wall, causing it to tilt, all subsequent items placed on
top were smashed. In robust planning (V2), although margins were enforced
in planning, a substantially incorrect pose estimation caused the bleach to
stick out of the container, and no action is taken to correct it. In closed-loop
packing (V3), the first-placed cracker box caught on the side and failed to be
pushed in. This was the only case when the push maneuver did not work in
our examples. Although this caused a failed plan, re-planning prevented the
subsequent items from smashing onto the cracker box. With both closed-loop
packing and robust planning (V4), a replan was triggered after the cracker
box and before the bleach item. Because the pile was treated as a fixed, rigid
object, the bleach was placed on top of the cracker box, but since it was
unstable, this caused it to tip over.

rapid to be caught by the force control loop. The remaining
failure cases are caused by cascading errors, e.g., a slightly
misplaced object tipped over the object underneath, resulting
in subsequent objects exceeding the container height.
In V2, three cases failed when one or more item protruding
outside the box footprint, and the other two failed during toppling events, causing items to exceed the max height. Among
the failure cases, two can be traced back to misidentified
objects, while one can be traced back to significant pose
estimation error.
In V3, all five cases failed due to exceeding the max height.
All objects protruding outside the box footprint were corrected
by pushing maneuvers. Among the failure cases, two can be
traced back to misidentified objects, and two can be traced
back to significant pose estimation error.
In V4, the two failure cases appear similar – the cracker
box item toppled and exceeded the max height. One case was
caused by a significant pose estimation error, while in the
other, the bleach item was pushed onto the cracker box, and
the impact caused it to tip over.
When dynamic model acquisition is used for perception for
each underlying packing strategy, we have observed a similar
trend of performance increase from V1 to V4. As a matter of
fact, with the dynamically acquired model, we achieved 100%
packing success in V4. We note that the 15 items from the
YCB object dataset are mostly convex, and hence their shapes
can be estimated well with our model acquisition pipeline.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a pipeline for automated packing
in a warehouse settings that can pack geometrically complex,
non-convex objects with stability while satisfying robot constraints. A new Heightmap-Minimization heuristic is proposed
as a positioning heuristic for efficient 3D irregular shape
packing. Simulation results on exhaustive datasets demonstrate
the effectiveness of the pipeline and the advantage of the new

heuristic in finding stable and robot-packable plans. Robotpackable plans are shown to be far more successful in openloop execution than non-overlap methods used in prior work.
Moreover, the robustness of the planner on a physical robot
was investigated in an integrated system, and robust planning
and closed-loop vision and force feedback are shown to greatly
improve the success rates of executed plans.
Our work has a few limitations that can be addressed
in future research. If object geometry, masses, or surface
friction are poorly modeled, the placed pile is still likely to be
disturbed and collapse. A more conservative planner, such as
using a robust stability checker [42], could improve the likelihood of plan stability. It is still a challenge to ensure robustness
with uncertainty in centers of mass and surface friction. We are
also interested in improving stability tests during replanning by
identifying the object pile’s shifted configuration rather than
treating it as a fixed, infinite-mass object. Finally, we are very
interested in the use of manipulation to re-position items after
they have been placed, such as compressing items toward a
corner to make more space, or to repack items that have fallen.
Our current method is also mostly based on rigid objects
with diffuse appearance. In some scenarios, a robot needs
to handle translucent or transparent packaging and reflective
surfaces, which poses challenges for perception. Deformable
objects may be encountered in apparel packing and soft
packaging, as well as when using dunnage (e.g., bubble wrap
or paper) prevent damage to the objects during shipment. Our
system can handle slightly deformable objects, but significant
deformation requires further research, e.g., to exploit deformation during planning to achieve tighter packing, and to predict
how the object changes shape during manipulation.
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